FIRST SELECTMAN’S CORNER

The Tropical Storm ISAIS has blown thru and caused havoc with trees and power lines. We had pretty good gusts of wind up to 65 MPH so it isn’t a surprise that some trees fell over.

Power was restored to 95% of Bozrah by the wonderful crews from BL&P with help from Asplundh and our Town crew. Today the BL&P crews are out restoring the remainder of its customers which count about 300 in the Leonard Bridge area (Lebanon). Expect some periodic power loss when they are replacing transformers that are weak or damaged. All power should be restored today.

There is a lot of debris on the road and the town crew is out chipping the larger stuff and stacking large wood on the side of the road. Every bit helps, so if you have a leaf blower and want to clear some leaves and debris off the road please chip in and we will get thru this.

Everyone will have sticks and debris that they want to get rid of. Instead of taking it to the dump consider piling it up at the end of your driveway and the town crew will come along and chip it up. Please stack it ends together so that it can be picked up easily with the grapple.
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